
Returning to the Soil 
  

!  
The one celebration that pulls me into the past, the present and the 
mystery is Halloween.  What other holiday gives the commoner a chance to 
don unusual attire, enact strange characters and be accepted!  Not to 
mention, this is the time the ancestors are peaking through the cracks of 
our structured, patterned lives to remind us they are here. Their bones 
make up our soil; their unfulfilled hopes and desires are passed on through 
the generations.  The plants and unpicked harvest are decaying to add to 
another cycle of the year.   
In preparation for Halloween and the Sunday Scorpion New Moon I led a 
dance to the Lady of the Underworld, Ament.  She is the one inside us who 
is connected to the depths, to what has come before.  Like the energy of 
Scorpio she embraces the natural cycle of death and rebirth.  That night my 
parents appeared, their images speaking to me.  Both of my parents have 
been long gone, so having the invisible world made manifest in a dream 
sparked my interest.  My mother, unlike her later years of depression, is 
flamboyant, larger than life, talking animatedly.  She tells me to LIVE and 
not be afraid to take up space.  My father appears as removed, isolated in 



his own world.  Without saying anything I understand from him how my 
solar, driven side sequesters me away into dutiful, responsible action (my 
masculine heritage),  blocked from the greater options of life. 
Almost everyday I stumble around the question - what is of paramount 
importance to me?  Without this inquiry, I just keep returning to the familiar 
- my solar proclivity for management and completion at the expense of my 
lunar need to live as me!  Remembering the amazing gift of the soil - the 
bones of our ancestors - brings me sharply into relationship with living.  If I 
die tomorrow, what is essential for me to have done today?  Your death 
reminds me of how to live.  Thank you mom, dad, and to all my ancestors!


